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Introduction

The Commission recommendation for a
code of conduct for responsible nanosci-
ences and nanotechnologies research
(code of conduct) dates from 2008. Nev-
ertheless, it continues to be a subject of dis-
cussion. Thus the 2012 final report on the
NanoCode research project, which has
been monitoring the development and im-
plementation of the nanotechnology code
over two years, recommends inter alia that
the principles and guidelines of the code
be extended to all new technologies and
to science as a whole.1 The initiative for a
Commission recommendation on “Respon-
sible research and innovation”, launched
by the EU Commission in March 2012
adopts the same approach:2 The principles
and guidelines of the code of conduct
should be extended to all technologies and
also include production and application.
The present dossier sets out the origins of
the original code of conduct and its main
contents. At the same time, reference is al-
so made to legal problems that would re-
sult from national implementation. Finally,
the latest developments are summarised.3

The first nano-specific
EU legal measure

The code of conduct was the first nano-spe-
cific EU legal measure.4 Thus, contrary to
what one might have expected on the ba-
sis of the strategy pushed since 2004,5 the
EU did initially not make use of hard-law
instruments – such as by adjusting the ex-
isting legal framework in material, prod-
uct or environmental law to developments
in nanotechnology – but instead adopted
a softer instrument, a legally non-binding
Commission recommendation. The orig-
inal idea was an instrument that would en-
able the EU to pursue responsible N&N re-
search internationally. However, no consen-

sus was reached on an international con-
trol instrument. What remained was the
Commission recommendation for a nano-
technology code of conduct adopted at the
beginning of 2008. Before adopting the
recommendation, the Commission, as usu-
al with EU legal measures, consulted the
public for three months. The results of this
consultation process were included in the
code of conduct. The code is meant to be
an essential element of a safe, integrated
and responsible European nanotechnolo-
gy strategy, to contribute to the good gov-
ernance of nanotechnology, to encourage
dialogue, to mobilise stakeholders, and fi-
nally to set European standards and act as
a model at international level.6

On the contents 
of the code

The code fits generally into larger European
policy programmes and objectives; the im-
plementation of the European research
area, compliance with the principle of pre-
caution and sustainability, and the appropri-
ate regulation of risks and the establishment
of competitiveness.7 The core of the code
comprises seven principles (see Box 1).

The scope of application extends to re-
search activities “dealing with matter at the
nanometric scale (1 to 100 nm). It includes
all man-made nano-objects be they engi-
neered or involuntarily generated. Natu-
rally occurring nano-objects are excluded
from the scope of the code of conduct.
N&N research encompasses research acti-
vities from the most fundamental research
to applied research, technology develop-
ment and pre- and co-normative research
underpinning scientific advice, standards
and regulations” (2.b of the code). For the
EU Commission itself, the scope of appli-
cation of the recommendation is expect-
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ed to change, since in 2011 it adopted a
Commission recommendation on the defini-
tion of nano material10 which could have self
binding effect. According to the definition
therein, nano-material means “a natural, in-
cidental or manufactured material contain-
ing particles, in an unbound state or as an
aggregate or as an agglomerate and where,

for 50 % or more of the particles in the num-
ber size distribution, one or more external di-
mensions is in the size range 1 nm-100 nm.
In specific cases and where warranted by
concerns for the environment, health, safe-
ty or competitiveness the number size dis-
tribution threshold of 50 % may be replaced
by a threshold between 1 and 50 %.” 

The nanotechnology code of conduct ad-
dresses not only Member States but also em-
ployers, research (funding) bodies, re-
searchers and all citizens and NGOs en-
gaged, involved or interested in N&N re-
search (2.c of the code). See Box 2.

The code from 
a legal point of view

The code is the subject matter of discussions
in the legal world. Specifically, the discus-
sion addresses (1) whether the Commission
has any jurisdiction to issue such a recom-
mendation; (2) in what manner it could take
effect de facto and de jure; (3) whether the
principles of the code are sufficiently specif-
ic; and (4) whether individual guidelines are
compatible with the fundamental rights of
the freedom of science.

(1) Competence: The code of conduct is a
recommendation by the EU Commission.
Given the narrow competences in the EU
within the field of research, the code is above
all based on the EU legal basis that empow-
ers the Commission to adopt legally non-
binding recommendations within the scope
of application of the Treaty. The content and
scope of the code raised doubts among
lawyers as to whether the legal basis was at
all sufficient.11 In particular, its strong de fac-
to binding effect gave rise to reservations.
However, it was argued that precisely the de
facto binding effect is one of the essential
features of legally non-binding recommen-
dations. Thus, legally non-binding recom-
mendations are intended precisely for cas-
es where the EU lacks competence for har-
monisation.12

(2) De facto and de jure validity: Commis-
sion recommendations are by law (Art. 288
of the TFEU) legally non-binding. The pri-
mary significance of recommendations, in-
cluding the nanotechnology code of conduct,
is to be found in their political and psycho-
logical regulatory effect. As a rule, they are
used by the Commission if it wishes to set
political impulses or create legal uniformi-
ty in subject areas in which it lacks sufficient
competence to achieve harmonisation. Al-
though in legal terms recommendations are
not binding, they can become (legally) ef-
fective in combination with binding legal
measures or general legal principles. For
this, either European and national regula-
tions or another legal act (for instance a pri-
vate or public law contract) would have to
refer to the code:

2

The seven principles
Principle of public well-being: Under the heading “Meaning”, the Commission requires that
N&N research should primarily serve the interest of the well-being of individuals and soci-
ety and should respect fundamental rights (Paragraph 3.1) and that research funds should
only be given to research that is useful to the general public. The code encourages research
institutions and member states only to pursue research “with the broadest possible positive
impact” (4.1.13) and in particular support research projects “aiming to protect the public
and the environment, consumers or workers and aiming to reduce, refine or replace ani-
mal experimentation” (4.1.13).

Principle of sustainability: Safe and ethical research should contribute to sustainable devel-
opment (3.2); N&N research should not harm or create a biological, physical or moral threat
to people, animals, plants or the environment. The code of conduct encourages the denial
of funding to research that could involve a violation of fundamental rights or “fundamen-
tal ethical principles” (4.1.15), and human enhancement research (4.1.16). Finally, the Com-
mission requires funding bodies to monitor the potential social, environmental and human
health impacts of N&N research. (4.2.4).

Principle of precaution: N&N research should anticipate potential environmental health and
safety impacts and maintain a high level of protection, avoiding risks without impeding in-
novation (3.3, 4.1.5). As long as risk assessment studies on long-term safety are not avail-
able, nano-objects should not be intruded into the human body, food or other consumer
related products (4.1.17). In order to protect workers and researchers against potential haz-
ards and risks (4.2.1), the Commission insists on specific regulations and risk and ELSI re-
search (4.2.5, 4.2.7).

Principle of democracy: The code of conduct envisions all stakeholders participating in the
decision-making process (3.4, 4.1.8), research being conducted transparently (4.1.6)8, the
presentation of research results being clear, balanced and comprehensible and made gen-
erally accessible (4.1.2, 4.1.4, 4.1.8, 3.1, 3.4). The EU is intended to serve as a forum for
discussion to permit an appropriate debate on social concerns and hopes (4.1.1). The cor-
responding information and communication would be the responsibility of the Member States
(4.1.1). All stakeholders are encouraged to participate in the determination of the content
of N&N research (4.1.8, 4.1.10). Finally, the code requires the Member States and the re-
search funding bodies to disseminate the code and its principles (4.3.1, 4.3.2).

Principle of excellence: N&N research should meet the best scientific standards (3.5), for
which in particular the Member States and the research bodies are responsible. The Com-
mission attempts to prevent “dubious practices”9 and to protect whistleblowers either through
the employer or legal regulations (4.1.5). The code requires peers to verify the scientific re-
sults before they are widely disseminated (4.1.4).

Principle of innovation: N&N research should take place within an innovation-friendly en-
vironment (3.6), public authorities and standardising organisations should develop N&N
research standards (4.1.11) and the Member States and research funding bodies should
devote an appropriate part of research funds to risk assessment, standardisation and the
refinement of metrology methods (4.1.12). The grant of funds should be preceded by a
cost-benefits analysis (4.1.14) and funds should only be awarded if a risk assessment is
presented together with the application for funding (4.2.3).

Principle of responsibility: Researchers and research organisations should “remain account-
able for the social, environmental and human health impacts that their N&N research may
impose on present and future generations” (3.7). To this purpose, researchers should con-
duct participatory foresight exercises (4.1.9). In order to ensure that the stakeholders actu-
ally comply with the principles of the code and other relevant legal regulations, the Com-
mission wants the Member States to provide sufficient resources to monitor and control N&N
research (4.1.6, 4.3). 
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• Thus for instance the EU’s Framework Pro-
grammes (FP) could refer to the code and
only award EU funding if researchers
comply with the code. FP 7, however, does
not refer to the code (since it was adopt-
ed earlier), nor does the follow-up pro-
gramme, Horizon 2020.13

• It is conceivable for a national regulation
to refer to the code. In the Netherlands,
the national research funding body must
oblige its funding recipients by contract
to comply with the principles and guide-
lines of the code in the field of N&N re-
search.14 In this way, the code of conduct
indirectly becomes part of the content of
the funding agreement and has legal ef-
fects as against the researchers. The ECJ
in certain cases relies on recommendations
when interpreting binding law.15 Howev-
er, Austria has not adopted any such im-

plementation measures, nor as yet does
the code play a role, as far as is known,
for the relevant Austrian funding bodies.

• University statutes could also refer to the
code, but do not; however, a number of
universities have set up ethics commissions
and these can assess research on the ba-
sis of ethical principles, which at some uni-
versities can even lead to unethical re-
search being prohibited (for instance at
the University of Salzburg). In theory, ethics
commissions could use the code in their
work.

• (Non-)binding university guidelines could
also refer to the code of conduct. How-
ever, we are not aware of any Austrian
university that refers to the code.

• The code could also be implemented via
the Performance Agreement (PA) between
the research performing bodies and the
Ministry of Science. While the current
2010-12 PA admittedly refers to other re-
search law recommendations (for instance
to the “European Charter for Research-
ers”, the Annex to a legally non-binding
Commission recommendation dating from
2005),16 there are no references to the
nano code. If the code were to be men-
tioned in future PAs, this would oblige both
universities and the Ministry to comply with
or implement these principles and guide-
lines. For the researchers themselves, ac-
cording to legal doctrine,17 the mere ref-
erence to the code in a public law con-
tract would not establish any obligations.

• Recommendations can also become legal-
ly valid through the application of gener-
al legal principles (such as the protection
of legitimate expectations or the principle
of equal treatment) and in this way the
Commission itself could be obliged to com-
ply with the code.18

If in the implementation (for instance by the
legislature, a university, a research [funding]
body) the intention was to prevent the code
having indirect binding effect by means of
a reference in a binding legal act, the bind-
ing legal act would once again have to con-
firm that it is being implemented purely “vol-
untarily”.

3) Lack of certainty: The seven principles at
the core of the code (see box) are criticised
from a legal point of view19 because in part
they are linguistically vague and their con-
tent is difficult to determine. In particular the
principles of general well-being, sustainabil-
ity and defensibility use vague terms and thus
allow scope for interpretation. The follow-
ing is a brief overview:3

The code gives priority to research in the gen-
eral interest or that is generally useful, with-
out specifying what is meant by this. In any
event, research is in the general interest if it
is devoted to the development of methods
and instruments for risk assessment (4.1.12);
on the other hand, it is not in the general
interest to develop artificial viruses with path-
ogenic potential (4.1.15) or to pursue re-
search with the sole purpose of the artificial
enhancement of human performance (4.1.
16); according to the Commission, the for-
mer should not be encouraged and the lat-
ter should not be researched at all. As far
as concerns the remaining research (fund-
ing), according to the code, research that
could potentially infringe the fundamental
rights or fundamental ethical principles
should be prohibited or at least not funded
(4.1.15). However, it is largely unclear what
fundamental rights or fundamental ethical
principles are the subject of the code of con-
duct. It is also difficult to determine the eth-
icality of specific research. The question aris-
es which “fundamental ethical principles” re-
search must apply.

There is also a need to construe the princi-
pal responsibility laid down under account-
ability. In the German version of the code,
it is not clear whether this accountability
(“Rechenschaftspflicht”) is a legal responsibil-
ity or is intended to encourage a “culture of
responsibility” (4.1). The term “accountabil-
ity” in the English version tends not to sug-
gest a legal obligation to render accounts.

(4) Freedom of science: If the code is to be
implemented in Austrian law with binding ef-
fect, account must also be taken of nation-
al constitutional law, in particular freedom
of science (Art. 17 of the Basic Law): Science
and its teaching are free; protection extends
to “any intellectual activity that in terms of
form, content and objectives constitutes a se-
rious attempt to obtain knowledge in a me-
thodical, systematic and verifiable manner.”20

The Basic Law applies without reservations.
However, this does not mean that science
cannot be subject to any limits whatsoever.
The general limits of the legal system (for in-
stance criminal law provisions) also apply to
the exercise of the freedom of science. Ac-
cording to the judicial practice of the Con-
stitutional Court, science must not however
be subjected to any specific restrictions de-
liberately intended to limit this freedom.21

From a legal point of view, individual guide-
lines and principles of the code, if imple-
mented in national law, would interfere in
the scope of protection of the freedom of sci-
ence. This concerns in particular the intend-
ed priority to be given to certain types of re-
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“Obligations” 
on the basis of the code

Researchers

• Research in the public interest

• Consideration of fundamental ethical
principles and fundamental rights

• Risk research as an element of all
applications for funds

• Responsibility for the consequences 
of research

Research funding bodies

• Research priorities with respect 
to socially useful research, risk
assessment, metrology and
standardisation

• Uniformity of standardisation 
and metrology

• Accountability in the light of research
priorities

• Publication of the cost-benefits
assessment of funded projects

Member States

• Collaboration between Member
States and the Commission

• Monitoring and control systems

• Dissemination

• Encouragement of research in
accordance with the code

• Annual report on application and
measures within the framework 
of the code

EU Commission

• Compliance with the code when
granting research funding

• Collaboration with the Member States

• Review of the code every two years

• Dissemination 
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search, the control of the ethicality of research,
the obligation to render accounts and pro-
hibitions on research and research funding.
Interventions of this kind are not of them-
selves excluded but must satisfy the require-
ments of the freedom of science.

Latest developments

In order to adapt the code to more recent
developments, it was proposed to review it
every two years22. At the beginning of 2010
the Commission conducted a public consul-
tation process but the proposed amendment
failed. The prospects for 2012 are not good
either. No support was given to the request
to the Member States to report to the Com-
mission each year on the measures within
the scope of application of the code. How-
ever, this lack of reporting activity could be
due to the hitherto almost total lack of meas-
ures. An amendment of the code is no longer
to be expected. As long as the Commission
does not itself abandon it, however, it will
remain in the acquis of the EU. Leaving aside
single implementation measures (for instance
by the Netherlands), it is not to be expect-
ed that the Member States will adopt exten-
sive implementation measures. The plan is
to merge the nanotechnology strategy in a
broad innovation strategy. The new nano-
action plan originally proposed has howev-
er been shelved, as has been an amendment
of the code of conduct. What is currently be-
ing prepared is an extension of the princi-
ples and guidelines of the code to the wider
field of research and development and to the
field of application.23
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Conclusions

The acceptance and dissemination of the code has hitherto remained within limits. This is
in part due to the vague wording of the regulations and the lack of control, monitoring and
penalty possibilities. In addition, questions remain whether such a code of conduct is at all
justified in the field of nanotechnology research. 

The Commission’s proposal to extend the code to emerging technologies and the entire life
cycle (“framework for responsible research and innovation”) is, as the legal discussion on
the nanotechnology code of conduct shows, faced by legal challenges. Currently, it appears
improbable that the generally worded nanotechnology code of conduct will become a prac-
ticable general standard.
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